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the villages of the UK’s North Warwickshire

surrounding Coventry and Nuneaton were once

alive with the clatter of thousands of handlooms,

producing a stunning array of ribbon in every

style and hue. At the best of times ribbon

weavers could be recognised by a dusting of

rainbow silk snippets on their clothes – at worst,

for their hollow eyed and pinched expressions

brought on by long days at work earning too

little to keep their families from hunger.

A natural diversification of the silk weaving

industry, traditional in Coventry since the

medieval era, ribbon weaving became established

in the region at the end of the 17th century,

aided by an influx of Huguenot silk weavers who

fled persecution in Europe after the 1685

revocation of the Edict of Nantes. By the mid-

18th century it had achieved status as the biggest

employer and most profitable industry in the

region – an accolade that remained until the

Victorian era.

One of the first ribbon manufacturers to set up

in the area was Toye & Co, founded in 1685 by

the Huguenot Toyé family. Silk weavers by

tradition, with their arrival in England they

branched out into weaving ribbon, braid and

wirework embroidery. Unfortunately there are

no records to show what exactly their first

products were, but given the proliferation of

ribbons in fashion at the time, it is likely that they

made a wide variety. The 17th century diarist

John Evelyn once wrote of one of his more

foppish contemporaries; ‘he had as much ribbon

about him as would have plundered six shops

and set up 20 country pedlars… all his body was

drest as a May-pole…’

In 1705 Daniel Defoe visited Coventry but was

not impressed by the nascent industry dismissing

the ribbons as ‘of the meanest kind, chiefly

black’. Despite his opinion, companies such as

Thomas Bird founded in 1703 quickly went from

strength to strength supplying plain and figured

ribbon predominantly for women’s fashions,

dressing them from hat to shoe as each season

demanded. A warm spring meant a good year as

ladies were keen to buy ribbon to dress their

summer clothes.

The 18th century saw an unprecedented

expansion of ribbon weaving as a cottage

industry. The Great Masters bought raw silk

from France and Italy which, using a middleman

known as an Undertaker, was distributed to be

thrown by local throwsters. They then cleaned

and twisted the long filaments into yarn before it

was dyed ‘in the hank’. Once the looms were

dressed with the warp threads, the Undertaker

marked the beginning and end points for the 36

yards required that week, ready for him to

collect on Saturday.

He would compare the weight of the completed

ribbon against that of the raw silk to make sure

there was no undue wastage or pilfering, and

carefully check the full length of the ribbon. This

was because weavers – especially those in

outlying villages such as Foleshill – were

renowned for revelry when their wages were

paid. Taking a couple of days to recuperate, they

would then rush, working all night on a Friday to

ensure they hit the Saturday deadline and this

would be reflected in the quality of the final

yardage of the ribbon.

In 1766 an embargo was placed on imported silk

goods which helped the business to flourish until

the start of the Napoleonic wars.  The Dutch

engine loom was introduced in Coventry in

1770; it was not power driven, but it was capable

of weaving six plain ribbons at once. Such an

advantage was claimed by the male weavers as

their exclusive right, leaving women to the

traditional handloom. However, skilled weavers

were adept at using the handloom to create

figured designs and could charge considerably

more for the resulting fancy ribbons.

With so many weavers away during war years,

many apprentices were taken on at half-pay, and

intense demand for ribbons encouraged the

masters to reduce seven-year training to two.

This worked well from 1813-1815; the boom

years of ‘the Big Purl time’ when purl edged

ribbon with a softly waved edge – like the ripples

caused when a stream flows over pebbles –

became fashionable. Wars also prevented the US

from trading with France, so huge amounts of

Warwickshire ribbons were exported to the US

until hostilities ceased when they resumed

buying French ribbons which were 40% cheaper.

The Post-war economic slump was exacerbated

by too much half-price labour and a radical4
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re-organisation of the business, abandoning the

traditional structure of a list of set prices and

cutting out the Undertakers. Some set up on

their own, buying a loom to work and others to

rent out, thereby joining the ever growing ranks

of respectable artisan weavers, and by 1838

there were 13,219 looms at work in the region.

The Jacquard loom had been introduced to

Coventry in 1823 when there were five, but by

1826 there were already 209. The Jacquard

looms worked on an overhead system of

punched cards and were much too large to be

housed in a cottage, so wealthier weavers built

loom ‘topshops’ to accommodate them; large

upstairs workshops lit by vast windows on each

side. The Jacquard loom allowed for more

intricate designs to be woven and it was this

innovation that allowed ribbons of the high

Victorian era to encapsulate all the vibrant

colour, movement and drama of contemporary

embroidery in strip form.

Coventry weavers were very resistant to the

new steam power because they knew that it

would undermine their artisan status. John and

Joseph Cash combined the technology with

social responsibility to create the ‘cottage

factory’; a halfway between traditional cottage

industry and the burgeoning factory system. The

Cash brothers built a development of cottages

with topshops centred around a yard which

housed a beam engine to provide steam power

for all the Jacquard looms. That way they could

maintain an overview of their product, but the

artisan weavers maintained their autonomy.

In 1860 Prime Minister Gladstone signed the

Cobden Treaty with France. This allowed free

trade between the nations, but with the caveat

that all tariffs from imported silk goods would be

immediately lifted. Within months the market

was flooded with French imports and many

artisan weavers went out of business. There was

a national outcry at the destruction of the

Coventry ribbon weaving tradition and the

Illustrated London News reported in January

1861: ‘The ribbon trade on which 50-60,000

persons in Coventry and the adjacent districts

depend has been entirely prostrated… in times

of ordinary prosperity £8-10,000 is distributed in

wages each week, but during 1860 three

quarters of the sum was withdrawn.’ It also

pictured gowns festooned with Warwickshire

ribbons that were worn by prominent

Warwickshire ladies to all their charity functions

in the hopes of stimulating a fashionable demand

for Warwickshire ribbon.

Some weavers were able to diversify. There had

already been experiments with woven pictures;

in 1855 Caldicott’s created the Alliance Ribbon

depicting Queen Victoria and Napoleon III

surrounded by flowers which attracted a lot of

favourable attention. This might well have

inspired Thomas Stevens’ invention of the

Stevengraph; a series of intricately woven

pictures in ribbon form. Some were bookmarks

with literary themes such as Shakespeare, or

biblical quotations and prayers, others were

woven pictures mounted on cards to capitalise

on the popularity of the Penny Post.

J and J Cash adapted after the downturn.

Identifying the developing market for ‘ready-to-

wear’ garments sold by department stores, they

began to make labels for garment manufacturers.

They also created a solution to the age old

problem of getting uniform items mixed up by

devising the woven name tape. Cash’s woven

name tapes first appeared in the 1870s, and their

bespoke service was introduced in 1889,

allowing every child to have their own uniform

individually identified. This boon to parents was

formally acknowledged in 1964 when Cash's

(UK) was appointed 'Manufacturers of Woven

Name Tapes to Her Majesty the Queen.'

After the Cobden Treaty, Toye & Co created

silk banners for trade unions and friendly

societies, and expanded by joining with George

Kenning & Son adding a sophisticated range of

masonic regalia to their output. They created

military insignia and medals for both World

Wars and royal regalia for the coronations of

George VI and Queen Elizabeth who awarded

them the Royal Warrant as Suppliers of Gold &

Silver Laces, Insignia & Embroidery.

Although silk ribbon weaving in Warwickshire

has dwindled from one of the most significant

industries in the county to a small niche market,

Cash’s and Toye, Kenning & Spencer remain at

the forefront of the sector without losing touch

with tradition. Toye, Kenning & Spencer still

weave the ribbons for medals and honours such

as the Order of Bath, on the last Jacquard loom

still in operation.¥¥¥ sarah Jane Downing
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